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Abstract—The interpretation of defect models heavily relies on software metrics that are used to construct them. However, such software metrics are often correlated in defect models. Prior work often uses feature selection techniques to remove correlated metrics in order to improve the performance of defect models. Yet, the interpretation of defect models may be misleading if feature selection techniques produce subsets of inconsistent and correlated metrics. In this paper, we investigate the consistency and correlation of the subsets of metrics that are produced by nine commonly-used feature selection techniques. Through a case study of 13 publicly-available defect datasets, we find that feature selection techniques produce inconsistent subsets of metrics and do not mitigate correlated metrics, suggesting that feature selection techniques should not be used and correlation analyses must be applied when the goal is model interpretation. Since correlation analyses often involve manual selection of metrics by a domain expert, we introduce AutoSpearman, an automated metric selection approach based on correlation analyses. Our evaluation indicates that AutoSpearman yields the highest consistency of subsets of metrics among training samples and mitigates correlated metrics by 1-2%pts. Thus, to automatically mitigate correlated metrics when interpreting defect models, we recommend future studies use AutoSpearman in lieu of commonly-used feature selection techniques.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Defect models are statistical or machine learning models that are used to investigate the impact of software metrics (e.g., lines of code) on defect-proneness and to identify defect-prone software modules. The interpretation of defect models is used to formulate empirical theories related to software quality, which are essential to chart quality improvement and maintenance plans.

The interpretation of defect models heavily relies on the software metrics that are used to construct them. However, software metrics often have strong correlation among themselves [25, 35, 72, 74, 85]. Prior work [35] finds that many metrics in defect datasets are correlated (e.g., the branch_count metric is linearly proportional to the decision_count metric in some NASA datasets). Thus, correlated metrics often have a negative impact on the interpretation of defect models [4, 34, 68, 74, 85]. For example, the most important characteristics of defective modules that are derived from defect models may be incorrect, leading to misleading quality improvement and maintenance plans.

To address these concerns, feature selection techniques are often applied to remove correlated metrics [3, 8, 12, 18, 38, 54, 58, 67]. In practice, feature selection techniques should be applied only on training samples to avoid producing optimistically biased performance estimates and interpretation [45]. Feature selection techniques may produce different subsets of metrics for each training sample that is randomly generated from model validation techniques. Such inconsistency of subsets of metrics often leads to different interpretation among training samples. Yet, little is known about whether feature selection techniques consistently produce the same subset of metrics among different training samples and among these feature selection techniques in defect datasets.

In addition, Jiarpakdee et al. [34] raise concerns that defect models that are constructed with such correlated metrics may produce different interpretation by simply rearranging a model specification (e.g., from $y \sim m_1 + m_2$ to $y \sim m_2 + m_1$ if $m_1$ and $m_2$ are correlated). Yet, little is known about whether feature selection techniques mitigate correlated metrics in defect datasets.

In this paper, we set out to investigate the consistency and correlation of subsets of metrics that are produced by feature selection techniques. We apply nine feature selection techniques from two families that are commonly-used in the defect prediction domain, i.e., four filter-based and five wrapper-based feature selection techniques. Through a case study of 13 publicly-available defect datasets of systems that span both proprietary and open source domains, we address the following two research questions:

(RQ1) Do feature selection techniques consistently produce the same subset of metrics in defect datasets?

Feature selection techniques produce inconsistent subsets of metrics. When applying the studied feature selection techniques to different training samples from the same dataset, we find that only 6-41% of the metrics are consistently selected. On the other hand, when applying the studied feature selection techniques to the same training sample, only 0-15% of the metrics are consistently selected.
(RQ2) Do feature selection techniques mitigate correlated metrics in defect datasets?
Feature selection techniques do not mitigate correlated metrics. The studied feature selection techniques produce up to 100% of subsets of metrics with collinearity and multicollinearity, suggesting that correlation analyses (e.g., a Spearman rank correlation test and a Variance Inflation Factor analysis (VIF)) should be applied to mitigate correlated metrics.

Since our findings suggest that commonly-used feature selection techniques should not be used to mitigate correlated metrics and correlation analyses must be applied, we then further investigate if such correlation analyses increase the consistency of subsets of metrics and impact the performance of defect models. However, correlation analyses (i.e., a Spearman rank correlation test and a Variance Inflation Factor test) involve manual metric selection from a domain expert and thus the automation of software analytics is limited in practice [14].

To address these concerns, we introduce AutoSpearman, an automated metric selection approach based on correlation analyses for statistical inference. AutoSpearman uses the Spearman rank correlation test and the Variance Inflation Factor analysis to identify and mitigate correlated metrics. To evaluate the consistency of subsets of metrics that are produced by AutoSpearman, and its impact on the performance of defect models, we address the following two research questions:

(RQ3) What is the consistency of subsets of metrics in defect datasets that are produced by AutoSpearman?
AutoSpearman yields the highest consistency of subsets of metrics among different training samples when comparing to all studied feature selection techniques. When applying AutoSpearman to different training samples from the same dataset, we find that, at the median, 69% of the metrics are consistently selected, which leads to improvements of up to 86% from the studied commonly-used feature selection techniques.

(RQ4) What is the impact of AutoSpearman on the performance of defect models?
AutoSpearman only impacts the performance of defect models by 1-2% pts for AUC, F-measure, and MCC measures, respectively.

Our evaluation indicates that AutoSpearman yields the highest consistency of subsets of metrics among training samples and mitigates correlated metrics with little impact on model performance. Thus, to automatically mitigate correlated metrics when interpreting defect models, we recommend future studies use AutoSpearman in lieu of commonly-used feature selection techniques.

Novelty and Contributions. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first paper to:

(1) Investigate the consistency of subsets of metrics that are produced by feature selection techniques (RQ1).
(2) Investigate the correlation of subsets of metrics that are produced by feature selection techniques (RQ2).
(3) Introduce AutoSpearman, an automated metric selection approach based on correlation analyses (Section V). Unlike manual metric selection by a domain expert which may be subjective, AutoSpearman uses a new criterion for automated metric selection to select one metric of a group of the highest correlated metrics that shares the least correlation with other metrics that are not in that group. Unlike commonly-used feature selection techniques which consider the relationship between metrics and the outcome (e.g., wrapper-based feature selection), AutoSpearman is performed in an unsupervised fashion (i.e., outcome labels are not required) to avoid producing optimistically biased performance estimates and interpretation. We also provide an implementation of AutoSpearman as an R package [2].
(4) Investigate the consistency of subsets of metrics that are produced by AutoSpearman (RQ3).
(5) Investigate the performance of defect models that are constructed from subsets of metrics when applying AutoSpearman (RQ4).

Paper Organisation. Section II describes the studied feature selection techniques. Section III discusses the criteria for selecting the studied datasets. Section IV presents the motivation, approach, and results with respect to research questions 1 and 2. Section V introduces a new automated metric selection approach based on correlation analyses, while Section VI presents the motivation, approach, and evaluation results of AutoSpearman with respect to research questions 3 and 4. Section VII elaborates on the threats to the validity of our study. Finally, Section VIII draws conclusions.

II. FEATURE SELECTION TECHNIQUES

Feature selection is a data preprocessing technique for selecting a subset of the best software metrics prior to constructing a defect model. Feature selection has been widely used in software engineering to remove irrelevant metrics (i.e., metrics that do not share a strong relationship with the outcome) [52, 64] and correlated metrics (i.e., metrics that share a strong correlation with one or more metrics) [25, 35, 74, 85]—assuming that the removal of such metrics will produce interpretable defect models without impacting their performance. Such interpretable defect models allow us to derive more actionable insights for researchers and practitioners [70]. Nevertheless, prior work points out that metrics selected by feature selection techniques are often correlated [84].

Indeed, many research efforts have shown the benefits of applying feature selection techniques to defect prediction models [24, 46, 83]. For example, Ghotra et al. [24], Xu et al. [83], and Lu et al. [46] investigate the impact of feature selection techniques on the performance of defect models. Yet, no prior work has investigated the impact of feature selection techniques when interpreting defect models.

There is a plethora of feature selection techniques that can be applied [20], e.g., filter-based, wrapper-based, and
embedded-based families. Since it is impractical to study all of these techniques, we would like to select a manageable set of feature selection techniques for our study. Similar to Ghotra et al. [24], we select two commonly-used families of feature selection techniques, i.e., filter-based feature selection techniques and wrapper-based feature selection techniques. Thus, embedded-based feature selection techniques are excluded from our analysis, as they are rarely explored in software engineering. Below, we provide the description of each studied feature selection technique and their detailed implementation.

A. Filter-based feature selection techniques

Filter-based feature selection techniques search for the best subset of metrics according to an evaluation criterion regardless of model construction. Since constructing models is not required, the use of filter-based feature selection techniques is considered low cost and widely used in the defect prediction literature [25, 28, 38, 54, 58]. There are many variants of filter-based feature selection techniques, which we describe below.

Correlation-based feature selection [27] searches for the best subset of metrics that shares the strongest relationship with the outcome, while having a low correlation among themselves.

Information gain feature selection [53] ranks metrics according to the information gain with respect to the outcome. The information gain is measured by how much information of the outcome is provided by a metric.

Chi-Squared-based feature selection [48] assesses the importance of metrics with the $\chi^2$ statistic which is a non-parametric statistical test of independence.

Consistency-based feature selection [13] uses the consistency measure (i.e., inconsistency rate) to evaluate a subset of metrics. The technique finds the optimal subset of metrics whose inconsistency rate approximates the inconsistency rate of all metrics.

Table I summarises the detailed implementation of the studied filter-based feature selection techniques.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Type</th>
<th>Technique</th>
<th>R Package</th>
<th>R Function</th>
<th>Abbreviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Filter-based Feature Selection Techniques</td>
<td>Correlation-based</td>
<td>FSelector</td>
<td>igraph</td>
<td>IG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Information Gain</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>information.gain(class = metrics, dataset)</td>
<td>IG</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Chi-Squared-based ($\chi^2$)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>chisquared(class = metrics, dataset)</td>
<td>Chi</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Consistency-based</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>consistency(class = metrics, dataset)</td>
<td>CON</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recursive Feature Elimination (Logistic Regression)</td>
<td>caret</td>
<td>step(full.model, data = dataset, direction = &quot;fwd&quot;)</td>
<td>Step-FWD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Recursive Feature Elimination (Random Forest)</td>
<td>-</td>
<td>rfe(x = dataset[, metrics], y = dataset[, class], rfeControl = control, metric = &quot;ROC&quot;)</td>
<td>RFE-LR</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stepwise Regression (Forward Direction)</td>
<td>caret</td>
<td>step(full.model, scope = list(upper = full.model), data = dataset, direction = &quot;fwd&quot;)</td>
<td>Step-FWD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stepwise Regression (Backward Direction)</td>
<td>caret</td>
<td>step(full.model, data = dataset, direction = &quot;bwd&quot;)</td>
<td>Step-BWD</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Stepwise Regression (Both Directions)</td>
<td>caret</td>
<td>step(null.model, scope = list(upper = full.model), data = dataset, direction = &quot;both&quot;)</td>
<td>Step-BOTH</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

B. Wrapper-based Feature Selection Techniques

Wrapper-based feature selection techniques [36, 40] use classification techniques to assess each subset of metrics and find the best subset of metrics according to an evaluation criterion. Wrapper-based feature selection is made up of three steps, which we describe below.

(Step 1) Generate a subset of metrics. Since it is impossible to evaluate all possible subsets of metrics, wrapper-based feature selection often uses search techniques (e.g., best first, greedy hill climbing) to generate candidate subsets of metrics for evaluation.

(Step 2) Construct a classifier using a subset of metrics with a predetermined classification technique. Wrapper-based feature selection constructs a classification model using a candidate subset of metrics for a given classification technique (e.g., logistic regression and random forest).

(Step 3) Evaluate the classifier according to a given evaluation criterion. Once the classifier is constructed, wrapper-based feature selection evaluates the classifier using a given evaluation criterion (e.g., Akaike Information Criterion).

For each candidate subset of metrics, wrapper-based feature selection repeats Steps 2 and 3 in order to find the best subset of metrics according to the evaluation criterion. Finally, it provides the best subset of metrics that yields the highest performance according to the evaluation criterion.

In this study, we select two commonly-used variants of wrapper-based feature selection techniques, which we describe below.

Recursive Feature Elimination (RFE) [26] searches for the best subset of metrics by recursively eliminating the least important metric. First, RFE constructs a model using all metrics and ranks metrics according to their importance score (e.g., Breiman’s Variable Importance for random forest). In each iteration, RFE excludes the least important metric and reconstructs a model. Finally, RFE provides the subset of metrics which yields the best performance according to an evaluation criterion (e.g., AUC). In our study, we select the AUC measure since it measures the discriminatory power of
Table II: A statistical summary of the studied datasets.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Project</th>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Modules</th>
<th>Metrics</th>
<th>Defective Ratio</th>
<th>EPV</th>
<th>AUCC_Ln</th>
<th>AUCC_RF</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Apache</td>
<td>Xalan 2.6</td>
<td>1,862</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Eclipse</td>
<td>Debug 3.4</td>
<td>1,605</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.81</td>
<td>0.82</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>JDT</td>
<td>997</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mylyn</td>
<td>1,862</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>16</td>
<td>0.78</td>
<td>0.74</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>PDE</td>
<td>1,497</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform 2</td>
<td>6,729</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>0.82</td>
<td>0.84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform 2.1</td>
<td>7,888</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Platform 3</td>
<td>10,593</td>
<td>32</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>49</td>
<td>0.79</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SWT 3.4</td>
<td>1,485</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Proprietary</td>
<td>Prop 1</td>
<td>18,811</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>137</td>
<td>0.75</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop 2</td>
<td>23,014</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>27</td>
<td>0.77</td>
<td>0.78</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop 3</td>
<td>8,718</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>42</td>
<td>0.74</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop 4</td>
<td>8,516</td>
<td>20</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>65</td>
<td>0.70</td>
<td>0.71</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop 5</td>
<td>1,497</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.72</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop 6</td>
<td>1,065</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>15</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>0.81</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prop 7</td>
<td>1,485</td>
<td>17</td>
<td>44</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>38</td>
<td>0.87</td>
<td>0.97</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

We use the implementation of the recursive feature elimination function as provided by the `caret` R package [43].

Stepwise regression [10] finds the best subset of metrics by individually assessing each metric and adding (or removing) a metric if it improves an evaluation criterion (e.g., Akaika Information Criterion). The process is repeated until there is no improvement from adding or removing a metric. In this paper, we study three directions (i.e., forward, backward, and both directions) of the stepwise regression technique. We use the implementation of stepwise regression using the `step` function as provided by the `stats` R package [27].

III. STUDIED DATASETS

In selecting the studied datasets, we identify four important criteria that need to be satisfied:

**Criterion 1—Publicly-available defect datasets.** Prior work raises concerns about the replicability of software engineering studies [61]. In order to foster future replication of our work, we focus on publicly-available defect datasets.

**Criterion 2—Datasets that are reliable and of high quality.** Defect models rely greatly on the quality of the datasets that are used to construct them. Shepperd et al. [64] raise concerns related to data quality in the NASA datasets. Furthermore, Petrić et al. [59] show that problematic data remain in the cleaned NASA datasets. Thus, the quality of the NASA datasets is questionable. To ensure that the studied datasets are reliable and of high quality, we exclude the NASA datasets from our study.

**Criterion 3—Datasets that produce non-overly optimistic model performance.** Classification techniques that are trained on imbalanced data often favour the majority class. When defective modules are the majority class, defect models are likely to produce overly optimistic performance estimates. Thus, we exclude datasets that have a defective ratio above 50%.

**Criterion 4—Datasets where we can accurately derive interpretations.** Analysts would only consider models that fit the data well (i.e., AUC > 0.7) and are stable (i.e., EPV > 10) [75]. Hence, we only focus on datasets that produce such accurate and stable models.

To satisfy criterion 1, similar to prior work [73], we begin our study using a collection of the 101 publicly-available defect datasets that are collected from 5 different corpora, i.e., 76 datasets from the Tera-PROMISE Repository [53], 12 clean NASA datasets as provided by Shepperd et al. [64], 5 datasets as provided by Kim et al. [39] [52], 5 datasets as provided by D’Ambros et al. [11] [72], and 3 datasets as provided by Zimmermann et al. [87]. To satisfy criterion 2, we exclude 12 datasets where their data quality is questionable. To satisfy criterion 3, we exclude 17 datasets that have a defective ratio above 50%. Finally, to satisfy criterion 4, we exclude 59 datasets which have an EPV value below 10 and produce models with an AUC value below 0.7. Hence, we focus on 13 datasets of systems that span across proprietary and opensource systems. Table II shows a statistical summary of the 13 studied datasets.

IV. CASE STUDY RESULTS

In this section, we present the motivation, approach, and results with respect to the first two research questions.

(RQ1) Do feature selection techniques consistently produce the same subset of metrics in defect datasets?

**Motivation.** In practice, feature selection techniques should only be applied on training samples because of the unavailability of defect labels in testing samples. Since training samples are often randomly generated from model validation techniques (e.g., out-of-sample bootstrap validation or 10-folds cross-validation), feature selection techniques may produce different subsets of metrics for each training sample. Different subsets of metrics among training samples may pose a critical threat to validity when analysing and identifying the most important metrics. For example, prior work often applies post-hoc multiple comparison analyses (e.g., a Scott-Knott test) on the distributions of importance scores to identify statistical distinct ranks of the most important metrics [34, 71]. Thus, such post-hoc analyses cannot be applied when feature selection techniques produce different subsets of metrics. Furthermore, the conclusions of prior work often rely on one feature selection technique [3, 12, 18, 38, 54] which may pose a threat to the construct validity, i.e., conclusions may not hold true if another feature selection technique is applied. Nevertheless, little is known about whether feature selection techniques produce the same subset of metrics among training samples and among feature selection techniques in defect datasets.

**Approach.** To address RQ1, we investigate two perspectives of the consistency of the subsets of metrics, i.e., the consistency among training samples and the consistency among feature selection techniques. We first generate training samples. Then, we apply feature selection techniques on each training sample. Finally, we analyse the consistency of subsets of metrics that are produced by the studied feature selection techniques. We describe each step below.

(Step 1) Generate training samples. To generate training samples, we use the out-of-sample bootstrap validation technique that (1) leverages aspects of statistical inference [17] [21] [31]; and (2) produces the least bias and variance of
performance estimates for defect prediction [75]. We randomly generate a bootstrap sample of size $N$ with replacement from an original dataset, where $N$ is the size of the original dataset. On average, 36.8% of the original dataset will not be selected, since a bootstrap sample is selected with replacement [17]. We repeat the out-of-sample bootstrap process 100 times.

(Step 2) Apply feature selection techniques. We only apply feature selection techniques on a training sample, instead of the whole dataset in order to avoid producing optimistically biased performance estimates and interpretation [45]. For each feature selection technique, we use the implementation as shown in Table 1. The subsets of metrics that are produced by each studied feature selection technique for all studied datasets are available in the online appendix [1].

(Step 3) Analyse the consistency of subsets of metrics among different training samples. We start from the subsets of metrics for all of the 100 training samples for each feature selection technique of each studied dataset. Ideally, each feature selection technique should produce the same subset of metrics for all of the 100 training samples. We compute the consistency as a percentage of the unique metrics that consistently appeared among all of the 100 training samples and all of the unique metrics for all training samples (i.e., $|S_{FS_i,TS_j}| \cup |S_{FS_j,TS_j}| \cap |S_{FS_{100},TS_j}|$, where $S_{FS_i,TS_j}$ is a subset of metrics that is produced by a feature selection ($FS_i$) when applied on a training sample ($TS_j$)). We present the consistency percentage using boxplots in Figure 1.

(Step 4) Analyse the consistency of subsets of metrics among different feature selection techniques. We start from the subsets of metrics that are produced by all studied feature selection techniques for each training sample of each studied dataset. Ideally, these techniques should consistently produce the same subset of metrics. We measure the consistency as a percentage of the unique metrics that consistently appeared among all of the studied feature selection techniques and all of the unique metrics for all studied feature selection techniques (i.e., $|S_{FS_{1,TS_j}}| \cup |S_{FS_{2,TS_j}}| ... |S_{FS_{10,TS_j}}|$, where $S_{FS_{i,TS_j}}$ is a subset of metrics that is produced by a feature selection ($FS_i$) when applied on a training sample ($TS_j$)). We present the consistency percentage using boxplots in Figure 2.

**Results.** When applying the studied feature selection techniques to different training samples from the same dataset, only 6-41% of the metrics are consistently selected. Figure 1 shows the percentage of metrics that are consistently selected when applying feature selection techniques to different training samples. We find that, at the median, only 8%, 17%, 30%, 6%, 41%, 13%, 14%, and 10% of the metrics are consistently selected when applying CFS, IG, Chisq, CON, RFE-LR, RFE-RF, Step-FWD, Step-BWD, and Step-BOTH to different training samples. Although the training samples are drawn from each original dataset, none of the studied feature selection techniques consistently produce the same subset of metrics. This finding suggests that the randomisation of training samples could produce defect models that are constructed from different subsets of metrics even if the training samples are drawn from the same dataset. Such inconsistency of subsets of metrics restricts an application of post-hoc multiple comparison analyses (e.g., a Scott-Knott test) to identify the most important metrics when interpreting defect models.

When applying the studied feature selection techniques to the same training sample, only 0-15% of the metrics are consistently selected. Figure 2 shows the percentage of metrics that are consistently selected when applying feature selection techniques on each training sample of each defect dataset. We observe that, at the median, only 0-15% of the...
metrics are consistently selected among the studied feature selection techniques, suggesting that the conclusions (e.g., the impact of metrics on an outcome) of prior work may not hold true if other feature selection techniques are applied.

The low consistency among feature selection techniques has to do with (1) the variants of the evaluation criteria of filter-based feature selection techniques; and (2) the variants of the classification techniques of wrapper-based feature selection techniques. For filter-based feature selection techniques, the best metrics according to an evaluation criterion (e.g., information gain) might not be the best for the other criteria (e.g., $\chi^2$ statistic). For wrapper-based feature selection techniques, the best metrics according to a classification technique (e.g., logistic regression) might not be the best for the other classification techniques (e.g., random forest). These observations suggest that future studies must report the settings of the used feature selection techniques (e.g., the used evaluation criterion of filter-based feature selection techniques and the used classification technique for wrapper-based feature selection techniques).

**Feature selection techniques produce inconsistent subsets of metrics.** When applying the studied feature selection techniques to different training samples from the same dataset, we find that only 6-41% of the metrics are consistently selected. On the other hand, when applying the studied feature selection techniques to the same training sample, only 0-15% of the metrics are consistently selected.

(RQ2) Do feature selection techniques mitigate correlated metrics in defect datasets?

**Motivation.** The conclusions of prior defect studies rely on the usage of built-in interpretation techniques of classification techniques (e.g., ANOVA for logistic regression, and Breiman’s Variable Importance for random forest). However, recent work points out that such interpretation techniques are sensitive to correlated metrics. For example, Jiarpakdee et al. show that the interpretation of ANOVA Type-I can be altered by simply rearranging the model specification (e.g., from $y \sim m_3 + m_2$ to $y \sim m_2 + m_1$ if $m_3$ and $m_2$ are correlated). Despite posing a threat to the validity of previous work’s conclusion, little is known about whether feature selection techniques mitigate correlated metrics in defect datasets.

**Approach.** To identify correlated metrics, we apply correlation analyses. In this paper, we focus on two types of correlation among metrics, i.e., collinearity and multicollinearity. Collinearity is a phenomenon in which one metric can be linearly predicted by another metric. On the other hand, multicollinearity is a phenomenon in which one metric can be linearly predicted by a combination of two or more metrics. We describe each step below.

(Step 1) Analyse collinearity. We start from the produced subsets of metrics from RQ1 (cf. the Step 2 of RQ1). To analyse collinearity, we use a Spearman rank correlation test ($\rho$) to measure the correlation between metrics. We choose the Spearman test instead of other correlation tests (e.g., Pearson) since the Spearman test is resilient to non-normal distributions as commonly present in defect datasets. We use the interpretation of correlation coefficients ($\rho$) as provided by Kraemer et al. i.e., a Spearman correlation coefficient of above 0.7 is considered as a strong correlation. Thus, two metrics which have their Spearman correlation coefficient above 0.7 are considered correlated. We use the implementation of the `rcorr` function as provided by the Hmisc R package.

(Step 2) Analyse multicollinearity. Similar to Step 1, we start from the produced subsets of metrics from RQ1 (cf. the Step 2 of RQ1). To analyse multicollinearity, we use the Variance Inflation Factor analysis (VIF) of RQ1). To analyse multicollinearity, we use the Variance Inflation Factor analysis (VIF). VIF determines how well a metric can be linearly predicted by a combination of other metrics through a construction of a regression model. A VIF score of a metric under examination is an $R^2$ goodness-of-fit of the model that is constructed by the other metrics to predict the metric under examination where a VIF score is $\frac{1}{1-R^2}$. We use a VIF threshold value of 5 to identify the presence of multicollinearity, as suggested by Fox and prior work. Thus, metrics that have their VIF score above 5 are considered correlated. We use the implementation of the `vif` function as provided by the rms R package. Finally, we present the results using boxplots in Figure 3.

**Results.** All of the studied feature selection techniques do not mitigate correlated metrics. Figure 3 presents the percentage of subsets of metrics that contain correlated metrics for each studied feature selection technique. The left boxplots present the percentage of subsets of metrics with collinearity, while the right boxplots present the percentage of subsets of metrics with multicollinearity.
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applied, correlated metrics are often selected if these correlated metrics share a strong relationship with the outcome. Since we find that all of the studied feature selection techniques do not mitigate correlated metrics, our findings suggest that correlation analyses should be applied (e.g., the Spearman rank correlation test and the Variance Inflation Factor analysis).

**Feature selection techniques do not mitigate correlated metrics.** The studied feature selection techniques produce up to 100% of subsets of metrics with collinearity and multicollinearity, suggesting that correlation analyses (e.g., a Spearman rank correlation test and a Variance Inflation Factor analysis (VIF)) should be applied to mitigate correlated metrics.

V. AN AUTOMATED METRIC SELECTION APPROACH

Since our findings suggest that the commonly-used feature selection techniques should not be used when interpreting defect models and correlation analyses must be applied, we then further investigate if subsets of metrics selected through such correlation analyses increase the consistency and impact the performance of defect models.

Prior work often uses correlation analysis techniques (e.g., a Spearman rank correlation test and a Variance Inflation Factor (VIF) analysis) to mitigate correlated metrics [5, 16, 49, 50, 65, 66, 78, 80]. Instead of removing all correlated metrics, prior work often manually selects one metric for each group of correlated metrics [49, 56, 78, 79]—assuming that the selected metric is representative to the group of correlated metrics. However, the manual selection approach often varies based on a domain expert and limits the automation of software analytics in practice [14].

To allow the automation of metric selection, we introduce **AutoSpearman**, an automated metric selection approach based on the Spearman rank correlation test and the VIF analysis for statistical inference. Unlike manual metric selection by a domain expert, AutoSpearman uses a new criterion for automated metric selection to select one metric of a group of the highest correlated metrics that shares the least correlation with other metrics that are not in that group. Unlike commonly-used feature selection techniques which consider the relationship between metrics and the outcome (e.g., wrapper-based feature selection), AutoSpearman is performed in an unsupervised fashion (i.e., outcome labels are not required) to avoid producing optimistically biased performance estimates and interpretation.

Below, we describe **AutoSpearman** using Algorithm 1 where $S$ is a set of Spearman coefficients for each pair of metrics, $C_S$ is a set of Spearman coefficients that are above a Spearman threshold value ($sp.t$), $V$ is a set of VIF scores of metrics, $C_V$ is a set of VIF scores of metrics that are above a VIF threshold value ($vif.t$), and $M'$ is a set of non-correlated metrics based on the Spearman rank correlation test and the Variance Inflation Factor analysis. The high-level concept of AutoSpearman can be summarised into 2 parts:

(1) Automatically select non-correlated metrics based on a Spearman rank correlation test. We first measure the correlation of all metrics using the Spearman rank correlation test ($\rho$) (cf. Line 2). We use the interpretation of correlation coefficients ($|\rho|$) as provided by Kraemer et al. [42]—i.e., a Spearman correlation coefficient of above or equal to 0.7 is considered a strong correlation. Thus, we only consider the pairs that have an absolute Spearman correlation coefficient of above or equal to the threshold value ($sp.t$) of 0.7 (cf. Line 3).

To automatically select non-correlated metrics based on the Spearman rank correlation test, we start from the pair that has the highest Spearman correlation coefficient (cf. Line 4). Since the two correlated metrics under examination can be linearly predicted with each other, one of these two metrics must be removed. Thus, we select the metric that has the lowest average values of the absolute Spearman correlation coefficients of the other metrics that are not included in the pair (cf. Line 6). That means the removed metric is the metric in the pair that is not selected (cf. Line 7). Since the removed metric may be correlated with the other metrics, we remove any pairs of metrics that are correlated with the removed metric (cf. Line 8). Finally, we exclude the removed metric from the set of the remaining metrics ($M'$) (cf. Line 9). We repeat this process until all pairs of metrics have their Spearman correlation coefficients below the threshold ($sp.t$) of 0.7 ($\rho < sp.t$) (cf. Line 10).

**Algorithm 1: AutoSpearman**

\[
\textbf{Input :} \ M \text{ is a set of studied metrics,} \\
sp . \text{ } t \text{ is a threshold value for a Spearman rank correlation test,} \\
\text{VIF} . \text{ } t \text{ is a threshold value for a Variance Inflation Factor analysis.} \\
\textbf{Output:} \ M' \text{ is a set of non-correlated metrics based} \\
\text{on a Spearman rank correlation test and a Variance Inflation Factor analysis.} \\
\]

1. $M' = M$
2. $S = \text{Spearman}(M, M)$
3. $C_S = \{c(m_i, m_j) \in S | \text{abs}(c(m_i, m_j)) \geq sp.t\}$
4. $C_S = \text{sort}(C_S)$
5. \textbf{for } $c(m_i, m_j) \text{ in } C_S \text{ do}$
   \hspace{1em} \text{selected.metric} = \text{min}\{
     \text{mean(\text{abs}(\text{Spearman}(m_i, M - \{m_i, m_j\}))),}
     \text{mean(\text{abs}(\text{Spearman}(m_j, M - \{m_i, m_j\})))}
   \}
   \hspace{1em} \text{removed.metric} = \{m_i, m_j\} \text{− selected.metric}
   \hspace{1em} C_S = \{c(m_i, m_j) \in C_S | m_i \neq \text{removed.metric} \wedge m_j \neq \text{removed.metric}\}
6. $M' = M' - \text{removed.metric}$
7. \textbf{end}
8. \textbf{repeat}
9. $V = \text{VIF}(M')$
10. $C_V = \{v(m_i) \in V | v(m_i) \geq vif.t\}$
11. \textbf{for } $v(m_i) \in C_V \text{ do}$
12. \hspace{1em} \text{removed.metric} = \{m_i\}
13. \hspace{1em} $v(m_i) \in C_V \wedge v(m_i) = \max(C_V)$
14. $M' = M' - \text{removed.metric}$
15. \textbf{until } |C_V| = 0;
16. \textbf{return } M'$
correlation coefficient of below a threshold value of 0.7 (cf. Line 5).

(Part 2) Automatically select non-correlated metrics based on a Variance Inflation Factor analysis. We first measure the magnitude of multicollinearity of the remaining metrics ($M'$) using the Variance Inflation Factor analysis (cf. Line 12). We use a VIF threshold value ($\text{vif}.t$) of 5 to identify the presence of multicollinearity, as suggested by Fox [19] and prior work [5, 24, 33, 49] (cf. Line 13).

To automatically remove correlated metrics from the Variance Inflation Factor analysis, we identify the removed metric as the metric that has the highest VIF score (cf. Line 14). We then exclude the removed metric from the set of the remaining metrics ($M'$) (cf. Line 15). We apply the VIF analysis on the remaining metrics until none of the remaining metrics have their VIF scores above or equal to the threshold value (cf. Line 16). Finally, AutoSpearman produces a subset of non-correlated metrics based on the Spearman rank correlation test and the VIF analysis ($M'$) (cf. Line 17).

VI. An Evaluation of AutoSpearman

In this section, we discuss the motivation, approach, and evaluation results with respect to research questions 3 and 4. In particular, we investigate (1) the consistency of subsets of metrics that are produced by AutoSpearman; and (2) the impact of AutoSpearman on the performance of defect models.

(RQ3) What is the consistency of subsets of metrics in defect datasets that are produced by AutoSpearman?

Motivation. The results of RQ1 show that many commonly-used feature selection techniques often produce low consistency of subsets of metrics among different training samples, yet, little is known about whether AutoSpearman yields a higher consistency of subsets of metrics among different training samples compared to the studied feature selection techniques.

Approach. To address RQ3, we revisit RQ1 to investigate the consistency of metrics of AutoSpearman among different training samples. Similar to RQ1, we follow Step 1 in order to produce training samples, while Step 2 is performed differently. In Step 2, we apply AutoSpearman on training samples in order to produce subsets of metrics. We again follow Step 3 of RQ1 in order to analyse the consistency of subsets of metrics among different training samples. Finally, we report the results using boxplots in Figure 4.

Results. AutoSpearman yields the highest consistency of subsets of metrics among different training samples when comparing to all studied feature selection techniques. Figure 4 shows the percentage of metrics that are consistently selected when applying feature selection techniques and AutoSpearman to different training samples. When applying AutoSpearman to different training samples from the same dataset, we find that, at the median, 69% of the metrics are consistently selected, which leads to improvements of up to 86% from the studied commonly-used feature selection techniques.

(RQ4) What is the impact of AutoSpearman on the performance of defect models?

Motivation. Prior research effort has shown the benefits of applying feature selection techniques to defect prediction models [24, 46, 83]. For example, Ghotra et al. [24], Lu et al. [46], and Xu et al. [83] investigate the impact of feature selection techniques on the performance of defect models. Thus, we set out to investigate the impact of AutoSpearman on the performance of defect models when comparing to the commonly-used feature selection techniques.

Approach. To address RQ4, we analyse the performance of defect models that are constructed using the subsets of metrics that are produced by AutoSpearman, the nine studied feature selection techniques, and a baseline (i.e., all metrics of a defect dataset). We describe each step below.

(Step 1) Generate training samples. Similar to RQ1, we use the out-of-sample bootstrap validation technique to generate training samples.

(Step 2) Apply AutoSpearman and the nine studied feature selection techniques. Similar to RQ1, we apply AutoSpearman and the nine studied feature selection techniques on training samples in order to produce subsets of metrics.

(Step 3) Construct defect models. For each training sample, we construct logistic regression [29] and random forest [6] models using subsets of metrics that are produced by AutoSpearman, the nine studied feature selection techniques, and all metrics of a defect dataset. We use the
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**Figure 5:** The distributions of the performance difference (%pts) between defect models that are constructed using subsets of metrics that are produced by AutoSpearman, the nine studied feature selection techniques, and all metrics of a defect dataset, i.e., $P_{AutoSpearman,FS} - P_{All}$.

The implementation of logistic regression as provided by the **glm** function of the **stats** R package [77] with the default parameter setting. We use the implementation of random forest as provided by the **randomForest** function of the **randomForest** R package [7] with the default ntree value of 100, since recent studies [73, 76] show that the performance of random forest models is insensitive to the parameter setting.

To ensure that the training and testing corpora share similar characteristics and are representative to the original dataset, we do not re-balance nor do we re-sample the training data [71].

(Step 4) **Evaluate defect models.** In our study, we evaluate defect models using three performance measures. First, we use the Area Under the receiver operator characteristic Curve (AUC) to measure the discriminatory power of our models, as suggested by recent research [23, 44, 60, 70]. The AUC is a threshold-independent performance measure that evaluates the ability of classifiers in discriminating between defective and clean modules. The values of AUC range between 0 (worst performance), 0.5 (no better than random guessing), and 1 (best performance) [28]. Second, we use the F-measure, i.e., a threshold-dependent measure, as suggested by prior studies [47, 63]. MCC is a balanced measure based on true and false positives and negatives that is computed using the following equation:

$$\text{MCC} = \frac{TP \times TN - FP \times FN}{\sqrt{(TP + FP)(TP + FN)(TN + FP)(TN + FN)}}.$$  

(Step 5) **Analyze the impact on model performance.** We analyse the performance difference between defect models that are constructed using subsets of metrics that are produced by feature selection techniques (i.e., AutoSpearman and the nine studied feature selection techniques) and all metrics of a defect dataset ($P_{AutoSpearman,FS} - P_{All}$).

Finally, we present the results using boxplots in Figure 5. **Results.** **AutoSpearman only impacts the performance of defect models by 1-2%pts for AUC, F-measure, and MCC measures, respectively.** Figure 5 shows the performance difference (%pts) between defect models that are constructed using subsets of metrics that are produced by AutoSpearman, the nine studied feature selection techniques, and all metrics of a defect dataset, i.e., $P_{AutoSpearman,FS} - P_{All}$. We observe that AutoSpearman only impacts the performance of defect models by 1%pts, 2%pts, and 2%pts (at the median) for AUC, F-measure, and MCC measures, respectively. We also observe that wrapper-based feature selection techniques have the least impact on model performance for both classification techniques. This finding is consistent with Ghotra et al. [24] who find that the performance of defect models is impacted by at most 2%pts for the AUC measure when applying wrapper-based feature selection techniques. We observe that filter-based feature selection techniques (except for consistency-
based feature selection techniques) have the highest impact on the performance of defect models, since filter-based techniques tend to overly remove metrics that share a strong relationship with the outcome.

AutoSpearman only impacts the performance of defect models by 1-2%pts for AUC, F-measure, and MCC measures, respectively.

VII. Threats to Validity

Like any empirical study design, experimental design settings may impact the results of our study [69]. We now discuss threats to the validity of our study.

A. Construct Validity

Plenty of prior work show that the parameters of classification techniques have an impact on the performance of defect models [22, 41, 50, 51, 73]. While we use a default ntree value of 100 for random forest models, recent studies [33, 71, 81] show that the performance of random forest models is insensitive to the parameter setting. Thus, we believe that this threat is not a major limitation of our work.

The concept of non-correlated metrics in our paper relies on threshold values of correlation analyses (i.e., 0.7 for a Spearman rank correlation test and 5 for a Variance Inflation Factor analysis). Thus, an in-depth sensitivity analysis of these thresholds will be included in future work.

B. Internal Validity

We studied a limited number of feature selection techniques. Thus, our results may not generalise to other feature selection techniques. Nonetheless, other feature selection techniques can be explored in future work. We provide a detailed methodology for others who would like to re-examine our findings using unexplored feature selection techniques.

C. External Validity

The studied defect datasets are part of several systems (e.g., Eclipse) that span both proprietary and open source domains. However, we studied a limited number of defect datasets. Thus, the results may not generalise to other datasets and domains. Additional replication studies are needed.

The conclusions of our case study rely on one defect prediction scenario (i.e., within-project defect models). However, there are a variety of defect prediction scenarios in the literature (e.g., cross-project defect prediction [2, 86], just-in-time defect prediction [57], heterogenous defect prediction [57]). Therefore, the conclusions may differ for other scenarios. Thus, future research should revisit our study in other scenarios of defect models.

VIII. Conclusions

The interpretation of defect models heavily relies on software metrics that are used to construct them. However, such software metrics are often correlated in defect models. Prior work often uses feature selection techniques to remove correlated metrics in order to improve the performance of defect models. Yet, the interpretation of defect models may be misleading if feature selection techniques produce subsets of inconsistent and correlated metrics.

In this paper, we set out to investigate the consistency and correlation of subsets of metrics that are produced by feature selection techniques. Through a case study of 13 publicly-available defect datasets of systems that span both proprietary and open source domains, we record the following observations:

- When applying the studied feature selection techniques to different training samples from the same dataset, only 6-41% of the metrics are consistently selected. On the other hand, when applying the studied feature selection techniques to the training sample, only 0-15% of the metrics are consistently selected.
- Up to 100% of the subsets of metrics produced by the studied feature selection techniques contain correlated metrics.
- AutoSpearman yields the highest consistency of subsets of metrics among different training samples when comparing to all studied feature selection techniques.
- AutoSpearman only impacts the performance of defect models by 1-2%pts for AUC, F-measure, and MCC measures, respectively.

Finally, we would like to emphasise that the goal of this work is not to claim the generalisation of our results for every dataset and every model in software engineering. In addition, the best subset of metrics that one should include in studies depends on the goal of the studies. For example, if the goal of the study is prediction (i.e., aiming to achieve the highest predictive performance), one might prioritise resources on improving the model performance using feature selection techniques [3, 8, 12, 18, 38, 54, 58, 62] or dimensionality reduction techniques [15] regardless of correlation among metrics. On the other hand, if the goal of the study is interpretation (i.e., aiming to examine the impact of various phenomena on software quality), one should avoid using commonly-used feature selection techniques to mitigate correlated metrics. Thus, to automatically mitigate correlated metrics when interpreting defect models, we recommend future studies use AutoSpearman as an R package [2].
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